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Quantum electrodynamics of strong-field Compton scattering and its ponderomotive
and drift energies

F. F. Körmendi and Gy. Farkas
Research Institute for Solid State Physics and Optics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 49, Budapest H-1525, Hu

~Received 25 August 1998!

In earlier classical, semiclassical, and quantum electrodynamical treatments of the Compton scattering in
strong fields the strong component of the radiation remained unchanged or forward scattered during interaction
with the electron. In our analysis, along with the Compton scattering of a single photon the simultaneous
nonforward elastic scattering of the other photons of the intense radiation is also taken into account, resulting
in changed kinematical relations that enable the electron to absorb or emit a larger amount of energy up to the
ponderomotive energy, in agreement with the experimental results.@S1050-2947~99!03506-4#

PACS number~s!: 12.20.Ds, 32.80.Cy, 42.50.Hz, 34.50.Rk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of strong radiation fields with truly fre
electrons has been treated in the past using classical@1–5#,
semiclassical@6–11#, and quantum electrodynamical@12–
14# methods, all under the assumption that the ‘‘strong-fi
component’’ remains unchanged or elastically forward sc
ters while one or several photons inelastically scatter ou
the beam. The quantum electrodynamical calculations@12#
predicted no changes in the kinematics of the Compton p
cess while the semiclassical analyses asserted a minor
quency shift@8# that remained disputable until now. On th
other hand, in all these considerations the quiver~oscillatory!
energy of the electron in the radiation field, also called
ponderomotive energy@15#, appeared without an explanatio
for now it could be converted into translational energy
four-momentum conservation. This question represent
timely subject of investigation@16#. The experiments, how
ever, proved that the electrons, leaving the laser beam
becoming truly free, have a translational~drift! energy up to
their quiver energy in the field@17,18#.

In this paper we describe, in the framework of quantu
electrodynamics, a multiphoton–free-electron interact
process in which, along with the Compton scattering o
single photon, the simultaneous nonforward elastic scatte
~in the electron rest frame! of the other photons of the intens
radiation is also taken into account. This process trans
only momentum but no energy between the field and
particle, enabling the electron to definitively absorb or em
larger amount of energy up to its quiver energy at fo
momentum conservation. Even if the calculations are ela
rate, the results are worthwhile because the analyzed pro
explains the conversion of ponderomotive energy into tra
lational energy. They also prove that quantum electrodyn
ics is able to produce classical results without using appr
mations in which the Planck constant is taken zero,\50, as
well as to give correct results for high-order processes.

II. KINEMATICAL RELATIONS

In intense radiation various free-electron–multiphoton
teraction processes appear with appropriate kinematics
probabilities; among them are, for example, the product
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~6!/4172~6!/$15.00
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of higher harmonics that has been treated in the framew
of quantum electrodynamics in@19# and experimentally veri-
fied in @20#, the absorption of an integral number of photon
analyzed in@21–25#, the simultaneous elastic scattering ofn
photons@26#, the strong-field Compton effect we aim to co
sider here, and many others.

In order to evaluate the transition probabilities per u
time and the differential cross sections of the strong-fi
Compton process described above, we set up the f
momentum conservation law that gives the necessary k
matical relations. Let us assume that a collimated sin
mode laser beam with linearly polarized photons of fo
momentak05(«0 /c,kW0), «05\v0 , v0 being the angular
frequency of the photons, interacts with a free electron
tially at rest with four-momentump05(E0 /c,0), E0
5m0c2, wherem0 is the electron rest mass andc the speed
of light. During interactionn photons elastically scatter int
a final state with four-momentumk5(«0 /c,kW ), ukW u5uk̂0u
5«0 /c under an angle ofa relative to the propagation direc
tion of the incident beam while simultaneously a sing
Compton photon withk0 inelastically scatters into a fina
state with four-momentumkC5(«C /c,kWC) under an angle of
aC , transferring an amount of energyD«5«02«C to the
electron with final four-momentump5(E/c,pW ), as is shown
in Fig. 1. We note thata andaC do not necessarily lie in the
same plane.

A process in whichn photons scatter into a single fina
state is chosen because its probabilityP is n! times higher
than the probabilityPd of then-photon scattering into differ-
ent final states,P5n! Pd , as is shown, for example, in@27#.
The four-momentum conservation law governing this int
action process is given by the formula

p01nk01k05p1nk1kC . ~1!

Expressingp from Eq.~1! as a function of the other term
and squaring both sides, we readily arrive at an equation
n,

n2k0k2n~k02kC!~k02k!2p0~k02kC!1k0kC50,
4172 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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where we took into account thatp25p0
2 and k0

25k25kC
2

50 as well as thatp0(k02k)5(E0 /c,0)(0,kW02kW )5(0,0) in
the electron rest frame.

The solution of this equation is

n5
~k02kC!~k02k!

2k0k
1H F ~k02kC!~k02k!

2k0k G2

1
p0~k02kC!2k0kC

k0k J 1/2

.

By inserting the components of the four-momentak0 , k,
kC , andp0 given above, we obtain

n5
«C~cosaC2cosw!

2«0~12cosa!
2

1

2
1H F«C~cosaC2cosw!

2«0~12cosa!
2

1

2G2

1
E0D«2«0«C~12cosaC!

«0
2~12cosa! J 1/2

, ~2!

w being the angle betweenkW and kWC . At D«Cm!D«&«0 ,
whereD«Cm'2«0

2/E0 is the maximal energy transfer to th
electron at ordinary weak-field Compton scattering, the fi
electron three-momentum, and thus its energy, is essent
determined by then-photon scattering; in this case«C/2«0
!1/2 and

«C~cosaC2cosw!

2«0~12cosa!
!

1

2

even for small values ofa since in this casew→aC and
hence

~cosaC2cosw!→0,

as is seen from Fig. 1. We have also for the last term un
the square root

«0«C~12cosaC!!E0D«

at optical and near-optical frequencies since

E0D«5m0c2D«@«0«C .

FIG. 1. Momentum vector conservation in the Compton scat
ing and simultaneousn-photon nonforward elastic scattering pr

cess.kW0 , kW , and kWC are the momentum vectors of the inciden
scattered, and Compton photon whilepW is the final momentum vec
tor of the electron. The anglesa andaC do not necessarily lie in the
same plane.
l
lly

er

Thus deleting«C(cosaC2cosw)/2«0(12cosa) relative
to 1

2 and «0«C(12cosaC) relative toE0D«, Eq. ~2! is ap-
proximated to

n'F E0D«

«0
2~12cosa!

1
1

4G1/2

2
1

2
.

The minimal value ofE0D«/«0
2(12cosa) for optical and

near-optical frequencies is about 104, giving n*102, which
permits us to omit14 and 1

2, resulting in, to a good approxi
mation,

n'F E0D«

«0
2~12cosa!G

1/2

. ~3!

From this formula the energy of the Compton photon is

«C5«0@12n2«0E0
21~12cosa!#, ~4!

which basically differs from the energy«Cw of the Compton
scattered photon in weak fields,

«Cw5«0@11«0E0
21~12cosaC!#21 ~5!

as«C in Eq. ~4! practically does not depend onaC due to the
decisively large amount of transferred three-momentum
the n elastically nonforward scattered photons. Since

D«/«05n2«0E0
21~12cosa!,1,

formula ~4! can also be written in an approximate form sim
lar to Eq.~5!,

«C'«0@11n2«0E0
21~12cosa!#21, ~6!

noting, however, thata in Eq. ~6! is the scattering angle o
the n photons whileaC in Eq. ~5! is the scattering angle o
the Compton photon. When the electron has an appropr
initial momentum vector relative to the propagation directi
of the incident beam, it can lose energy at simultaneous
crease in the energy of the scattered photon,«C.«0 . The
kinematical analysis of this case can be carried out in
easiest way in a coordinate system in which the electron i
rest in its final state.

III. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS AND THRESHOLD
BEAM INTENSITIES

Some important characteristics of the described electr
multiphoton process can be obtained starting with the Com
ton scattering and simultaneous two-photon nonforward e
tic scattering,n52, and generalizing the results for arbitra
numbern. The appropriate Feynman diagrams are given
Fig. 2, where the solid lines represent the electron sta
while the dashed lines represent the incident and scatt
photons. The shorter dashed line illustrates the scatte
Compton photon; vertexy is a sum of two elements, 1 and 2
as is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 2 is divided into two groups,
and B. In A, a–d the number of absorbed and emitte
quanta is equal in every even intermediate state, thus ha
a near-resonance character, in contrast to the diagram
group B, where some or all the intermediate states lie fart
from the initial state, contributing much less to the transiti

r-
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4174 PRA 59F. F. KÖRMENDI AND GY. FARKAS
probability than those in group A. Hence, when determin
the threshold incident laser beam intensity above wh
Compton scattering with energy changeD« becomes prob-
able, group B may be temporarily neglected. All the d
grams in group A can be constructed using the elemenx
andx̄ and Compton scattering elementy given in Fig. 3. The
diagram summation can be carried out first pairinga, b, c,
and d in such a way that they differ only in their first ele
ment, (a,b)5(x1x2y,x̄1x2y) and (c,d)5(x1x̄2y,x̄1x̄2y) and
summing over them, which gives (x11 x̄1)x2y for (a1b)
and (x11 x̄1) x̄2y for (c1d), and, finally, (x11 x̄1)(x2
1 x̄2)y for (a1b1c1d). Generalizing this procedure for
numbern one obtains

~a1b1c1d1¯ !

5~x11 x̄1!~x21 x̄2!~x31 x̄3!¯~xn1 x̄n!y. ~7!

One has to note here that these elastic absorption-emis
processes result in ‘‘dressing’’ the originally free electr
when interacting with the strong field, attaining in this way
quiver ~ponderomotive! energy as we shall see below.

The transition probability per unit timeP8 for arbitraryn
is given by the well-known formula@28#

P85~2p/\!uM0 f u2r f , ~8!

where the matrix element is

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for two-photon nonforward elas
scattering and simultaneous Compton scattering~dashed lines! from
the electron~solid line!.

FIG. 3. Elements from which diagrams in group A in Fig. 2 a
constructed.
g
h

-

ion

M0 f5 (
g51

2n11

(
P r 50

2n11Hrg2~r 11!g

P r 51
2n11~E02Erg!

~2n12[ f !, ~9!

in which E0 is the energy of the initial state of the interactin
system andEr the energy of itsr th intermediate state. Sum
mationSg is over all different near-resonance diagrams a
S over all states within oner intermediate state. Later w
shall also sum over the initial and final spin states of
electron,S0 andS. The partial matrix elementsH in Eq. ~9!
are, for the absorption of thenr th photon,

Hr 2~r 11!52e@m0c4\2~ni2nr11!/2«0V#1/2~Ur 11* a iUr !,
~10!

and for the emission of thenr th quantum,

Hr 2~r 11!52e@m0c4\2nr /2«0V#1/2~Ur 11* a fUr !, ~11!

while for the emission of the Compton photon

Hr 2~r 11!52e@m0c4\2/2«cV#1/2~Ur 11* acUr !, ~12!

where nr51,2,3, etc. forr 50,1,2, etc.U are the spinors
from Dirac’s wave equation with Dirac’s matrix (b,aW ). In
the above formulase is the electric charge,m0 is the mag-
netic permeability of the vacuum,a i5aW •eW i , a f5aW •eW f ,
with eW i andeW f being the polarization vectors of the incide
and scattered photons, respectively. For the scattered Co
ton photonaC5aW •eWC . In our calculationsI i5ni«0c/V is
the incident andI n5n«0c/V the scattered light intensity,ni
being the number of incident photons in volumeV. M0 f in
Eq. ~9! can also be written in the form

M0 f5MnMc ,

with

Mn5 (
g51

2n

(
P r 50

2n21Hrg2~r 11!g

P r 51
2n ~E02Erg!

~13!

and

Mc5 (
g51

2

(
P r 52n

2n11Hrg2~r 11!g

~E02E~2n11!g!
. ~14!

Following closely the method of calculation in@28#, a factor
Qg appears in the numerator ofMn for every diagram as a
generalization of a simple absorption-emission process,

Qg5K2na i , f¯K3a i , fK2a i , fK1a i , f , ~15!

wherea i , f[a i[aW •eW i for the absorption of an incident pho
ton with polarization vectoreW i , or a i , f[a f[aW •eW f for the
emission of a scattered quantum. Forr an odd number,

Kr5E0~11b!61«01raW ~kW02kW !c6aW H kW

kW0
J c, ~16a!

with 1 andkW for thexr element in the diagram and2 andkW0
for x̄r . Kr for r an even number is

Kr5E0~11b!1raW ~kW02kW !c. ~16b!

c
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In the denominator ofMn we have, without the signs of th
quantities (2E0«0)—which will be incorporated in the
numerator—a factor

'~2E0«0!n)
r 51

n

@2r 2c2~kW02kW !2#. ~17!

The summation of the factorsQg in Eq. ~15! is carried out by
the summation of diagrams~7!. So (x11 x̄1) in Eq. ~7! gives
in Qn5(gQg a factor

K2a i~2K1!a f1K2a fK1a i

in which the 2 is taken as the sign of the appropria
(2E0«0) in Eq. ~17!, with the result

'2E0«0~eW i•eW f !~11b!

and similarly for (x21 x̄2) and so on. InMc in Eq. ~14! a
factor QC is present,

QC5«C
21aCK1a i~11b!2«0

21a iK2aC~11b!, ~18!

with

K15E0~11b!11«01aW ~DpW n1kW0!c

and

K25E0~11b!21«C1aW ~DpW n2kWC!c,

whereDpW n5n(kW02kW ) is the momentum of then nonforward
elastically scattered photons transferred to the electron.
nally we have

M0 f;~U f* QCQnU0!'~4E0«0!n~eW i•eW f !
n~U f* QCU0!.

~19!

One can now sum over the initial and final spin states of
initially unpolarized electron@28#, to obtain

uM0 f u2;S 1

2DS0SuU f* QCQnU0u2

5@4E0«0~eW i•eW f !#
2n Tr@Qc

1~He1E!QC~11b!#

3~8E!21, ~20!

where Tr denotes the trace of the matrix andHe the Hamil-
tonian of the electron in its final state. From Eq.~19! follows
that the transition probability per unit timeP8 in Eq. ~8!
appears in the form of a product

P85PnPc8 , ~21!

wherePn is the probability of the nonforward elastic scatte
ing of then photons andPC8 is the Compton scattering prob
ability per unit time~with altered kinematics relative to th
weak-field case!. Taking the factors that stand befo
(Ur 11* a i , fUr) from Eqs.~10! and ~11!, as well as the value
in Eq. ~17!, Qn from Eq. ~19!, and, with full ‘‘dressing’’ of
the electron,n115ni , we arrive at
i-

e

Pn'F r 0
216p2c2\4~eW i•eW f !

2I i
2

«0
4~D«!2 Gn

[Kn, ~22!

where we used Stirling’s formula forn!, r 0 being the classi-
cal electron radius. Obviously,Pn has a maximal value for
(eW i•eW f)

251. At optical radiation the minimal value ofn,
from Eq. ~3!, is nmin.102 and thusPn practically differs
from zero only if K→1 in Eq. ~22!. This condition gives
from Eq. ~22! the threshold intensityI C above which the
process has a measurable value; at (eW i•eW f)

2'1,

I i5I C5«0
2D«~r 04pc\2!21. ~23!

Formula ~23! gives the energyDE5D«, definitively ab-
sorbed by the electron in this process, as a linear functio
the incident beam intensityI i ,

DE5D«54pI ic\2r 0 /«0
254pI i r 0c/v0

2, ~24!

representing the translational energy of the Compton s
tered electron withD«,«0 . On the other hand, Eq.~24! is
the well-known formula for the ponderomotive energy of t
electron oscillating in the electromagnetic wave. It is impo
tant to point out that Eq.~24! is a classical quantity obtaine
in the framework of quantum electrodynamics without t
approximation\50. We emphasize that the above resu
refer to a single scattering event only, after which the el
tron is detected. At certain laser pulse shapes and intens
the electron can suffer a number of scatterings before lea
the field; in such adiabatic cases the final electron ene
will also depend on the intensity distribution in space-tim
Then the process of the conversion of the ponderomo
energy into translational energy requires a further, deta
analysis that we plan to present in future, including the co
parison of different differential cross sections for differe
scattering processes at different intensities.

We note that atD«5«0 the scattering process transform
into photon absorption by the free electron that has b
analyzed in detail in@21–23# with possible applications in
@24,25#.

At near-threshold intensitiesI i'I C the electron is accel-
erated withD« very nearly normal to the propagation dire
tion of the incident photons. For higher intensitiesI i@I C the
electron can also absorb the same amount of energyD«,
being accelerated under a smaller angle relative to the pr
gation direction of the incident photons~while then photons
scatter under larger anglea!; in this case formula~22!
changes into

Pn'F r 0
232p2c2\4~eW i•eW f !

2I i I n

«0
4~D«!2 Gn

[Kn, ~228!

where I n is the intensity of the scattered photons,I n
5n«0c/V, n!ni . At K→1 one obtains now from Eq. (228)
the threshold intensity; for (eW i•eW f)

2'1,

I i5I C'p~D«!2/4r 0
2\n. ~238!

At increasing incident light intensities aboveI C the probabil-
ity Pn cannot rise above the value of 1 because at abo
threshold intensities forward scattering@12–14# and multiple
reabsorption@29# will damp the near-resonance process
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given in Fig. 2, group A,a–d and the interaction will pro-
ceed through processes given in Fig. 2, group B with pr
ability Pn51 in a wide range of above-threshold light inte
sities. This means, in fact, that momentum transfer betw
the radiation field and the electron occurs with certainty, a
the case with electrons in electrostatic fields. The sec
factor in P85PnPC8 in Eq. ~21! is

PC8 5~2p/\!uMCu2r f , ~25!

where

r f5U]Ef

]EU21

re5S 2D«

n«0
D E~2E0D«!1/2V dVe

~2p\c!3 ~26!

is the density of final energy states of the interacting syst
re being the density of final electron energy states anddVe
the solid angle into which the electron scatters. With the
of Eqs.~12!, ~18!, ~20!, ~25!, and~26! we get

PC8 'r 0
2I i«0

21@2D«~2E0D«!1/2/n«0
2«C#

3@4E0~eW i•eWC!212«C
21~«0«C

2121!~eWCDpW nc!2

12«0
21~12«C«0

21!~eW iDpW nc!2#dVe , ~27!

where (DpW nc)25n2(kW02kW )2c252E0D«.
In order to assess the maximal value of the differen

cross section for the electron scattering nearly in the dir
tion of the polarization vector of the incident photon
dsC /dVe , we shall assume that the incident light intens
I i reaches the threshold value ofI C for which D«'«0 , «C

!«0 . At threshold intensitiesP85PnPC8 5PC8 asPn51. Be-
sides this,PC8 is maximal when the direction ofeWC is parallel
with DpW n . Under these conditions

dsC

dVe
'S r 0

2

137D S E0

2Ek
D 1/2S «0

«C
D 3

, ~28!

whereEk5DE5D« is the kinetic energy of the electron i
its final state. Formula~28! is similar to the differential cross
section for inverse bremsstrahlungdsB /dVe when the free
electron receives momentum—but no energy—from a pro
and simultaneously absorbs a single photon from the incid
laser beam, becoming accelerated in the direction of the
larization vector of the incident photons@28#,

dsB

dVe
5S r 0

2

137D S E0

2Ek
D 1/2

. ~29!

The difference is in the factor («0 /«C)3 in Eq. ~28!. This
similarity is reasonable since in our case only the intercha
of momentum between the proton and the electron at inv
bremsstrahlung is substituted by the interchange of mom
tum between the electron and the radiation field itself. Eq
tion ~28! has, nevertheless, a much higher value than
~29! because («0 /«C)3@1. As Eq. ~28! diverges for «C
-

n
is
d

,

e

l
c-
,

n
nt
o-

e
se
n-
-

q.

→0, its validity extends to the value when Eq.~28! reaches
the value of the differential cross section for the absorpt
of a photon by the free electron,ds1 /dVe , given in @22#,

ds1

dVe
5r 0

2S E0

2Ek
D 1/2S 16E0

«0
D ~Ek5«0! ~30!

because for sufficiently small«C the Compton photon can b
treated as a part of the background noise. Comparing
~28! to Eq. ~30!, one obtains the validity condition for Eq
~28!,

«C>«0S «0

137E016D
1/3

.

For photon energies of«051 eV,

«C>«031023,

which means that the scattered photon may be sufficie
soft that

dsC

dVe
'

ds1

dVe
'109

dsB

dVe
.

We emphasize that Eq.~27! may be made finite for«C→0
by renormalization, as is given in detail for double Compt
scattering in@30# and thus we shall not consider it here.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It is shown, in the framework of nonlinear quantum ele
trodynamics, that a multiphoton–free-electron interact
process, in which the Compton scattering occurs simu
neously with the elastic nonforward scattering of the oth
photons of the intense radiation, explains the conversion
the ponderomotive energy of the electron—oscillating in
radiation field—into translational energy at four-momentu
conservation. The energy absorbed by the free electro
this process is much higher than that in weak fields and
tends up to the energy of one photon when instead of
Compton effect photon absorption occurs.

The obtained energy absorbed by the electron as a lin
function of the incident radiation intensity is a classic
quantity, showing that nonlinear quantum electrodynamic
able to produce classical results, in which the Planck c
stant is absent. The derived formulas may be used, for
ample, in the analysis of the above-threshold ionization
atoms in strong fields, in plasma physics, astrophysics,
elsewhere.
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